200th Anniversary of the United States Cavalry Commemorative Edition Colt Black Powder Series Model 1860 Army Revolver,.44 caliber, serial number 123531 and 123532. One of the few remaining commemoratives, the 200th Anniversary U.S. Cavalry were manufactured in that the pairs were accompanied by a leather case, wooden accouterments, and an attached shoulder stock. Many were of .44 caliber. Made in 1877.

Jerry Brown Collection.

Colt Golden Spike Commemorative Frontier Series Model 1873 Single Action Army revolver, .45 caliber, serial number 3065. One of the few remaining commemoratives, the 200th Anniversary U.S. Cavalry were manufactured in that the pairs were accompanied by a leather case, wooden accouterments, and an attached shoulder stock. Many were of .44 caliber. Made in 1877.

Bill Robinson Collection.

Smith & Wesson Commemorative Model 1851 Navy Pistols, .36 caliber, serial number 511162 and 511169. With approximately 450,000 individual models of this age were assembled and finished by Colt in 1875, only 243 are extant in pairs in this condition. The brass finishes are blue with checkered forend and barrel guard.

Jim Goffin Collection.

Colt Theodore Roosevelt Commemorative Single Action Army Revolver, .44-40 caliber, serial number TRC10. Produced in 1884, the 50th anniversary the scarier .44-40 caliber. Rugged factory engraving, and ivory grips. They were also accompanied by an ash display case.

R.M. Walker Collection.
200th Anniversary of the United States Cavalry Commemorative Authentic Colt Black Powder Series Model 1860 Army Revolvers, .44 caliber, serial numbers US1213 and 1213US. One of the few percussion commemoratives made, the 200th Anniversary U.S. Cavalry series was notable in that the pairs were accompanied by a walnut case, standard accessories and an attachable shoulder stock. Slightly over 2,974 were made in 1977.
Jerry Bowe Collection.

Colt National Rifle Association Commemorative Single Action Army Revolver, .45 caliber, serial number NRA4394. A total of 6,950 revolvers were issued to celebrate the N.R.A.'s 100th anniversary in 1971. Available in either .357 Magnum or .45 caliber, these pistols were offered in three barrel lengths (4¾", 5¾" and 7½").
Joe Pittenger Collection.